
Q1. Where is rhe center of mass of rhe following srrucrures locared (a) ring, ( b) cube, ( c) sphere, and ( d) cylinder? Is ir necessary for a 

body's center of mass to lie inside it ? 

Ans. All the given structures are symmetric bodies having a very uniform mass density. Thus, for all the above bodies their center of mass will lie in 
their geometric centers 

It is not always necessary for a body's center of mass to lie inside it , for example the center of mass of a circular ring is at its center. 

Q2. In an HCL molecule the distance between the hydrogen and chlorine molecule is 1.27 A ( 1A = 10-10 m). If a chlorine atom is 35.5 times 

the size of a hydrogen arom and almosr all its mass is concentrated in its nucleus, approximare where the molecule's ( HCL) center of 

mass is locared. Ans. 

Given, 

--X-CI • 
------

(12-x) 

mass of hydrogen atom = 1 unit 

mass of chlorine atom = 35.5 unit (As a chlorine atom is 35.5 times the size) 

Let the center of mass lie at a distance x from the chlorine atom 

Thus, the distance of center of mass from the hydrogen atom = 1.27 -x 

Assuming that the center of mass lies of HCL lies at the origin, we get: 

X = m(l.27-z)+35.5mx = 

O 
m+35.5m 

m( 1.27-x) + 35.5mx = O 

1.27 -X = -35.5x 

Therefore, x = ( -1 27)/35 5 -1 

= -0.037 A 

The negative sign indicates that the center of mass lies at 0.037 A from the chlorine atom. 

Q3. A 100 kg man is sitting in the corner of a small train moving at V velociry. If rhis man gers up and runs around inside the train will the 

speed of the center of mass of this sysrem ( train + man) change ? 

Ans. 

The man and the train constitute a single system and him moving inside the train is a purely internal motion. Since there is no external force on the 
system the velocity of the center of mass of the system will not change. 

Q4. Prove rhat the triangle between the vecrors z and c has an area equal to one half of the magnitude of z x c. 

Ans. D ------------------f 

, 

A 

A 

-+ -+ 
let c be presented as ABand z be represented as AD, as represented in the above figure 

Considering MON 

sin8 = DN/AO = ON I z

ON= zsin8 

Now, by definition le* zl = c x z sin8 
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